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Congratulations! Becoming an approved PSI Brand graphics applicator is a major step 
forward in your career. This practical guide will ensure your skills are elevated to the next 
level. Once approval gained, these life-long skills and accreditation belong to you. 

PSI Approved members are a major benefit to the company they represent as that company 
automatically becomes an accredited partner. Accredited partners PSI Brand get first 
choice when recommending reputable moulders to EOMs and End-Users. 

Let’s get started… 

Preparation 
For each graphic type ensure you have the required tools. Some tools will be sent in your 
welcome pack, others will need to be sourced at your plant. Note the following… 

 POSTMOULD Type 3 graphics. You will need a suitable part and/or pieces to apply 
samples to, preferably with 3mm+ wall thickness for best results and a gas flame-
torch with wide flame adapter. Note an electric hot-air torch will not suffice. 
 

 All INMOULD types will need a suitable mould, steel or aluminium, preferably with a 
polished surface, along with a mould cleaner to prep for best results. 

Action 
Using a smartphone or portable video recorder in hands-free mode, video your process and 
submit for judgement. We recommend you have a friend video this for you or setup a device 
on a tripod so you can use both hands to concentrate on graphic application 

Approval 
Your process will be approved if the following credentials are met. Failure to show correct 
methods as per provided guides will result in non-approval from the judges, so we 
recommend a test run before shooting any footage to check against each credential.  

 Credentials required for approval…. 

 

Type 1: INMOULD Original, Solid background 

Prepare mould surface ready for application     

Align graphic onto mould surface 

Use required tool/s as necessary to ensure correct adhesion 

Identify approved cleaner for post cleaning 

Post cleaning on mould and/or graphic surface   
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Type 2: INMOULD Original, clear background 

Prepare mould surface ready for application     

Align graphic onto mould surface 

Use required tool/s as necessary to ensure correct adhesion 

Identify approved cleaner for post cleaning 

Post cleaning on mould and/or graphic surface  

  

Type 3: POSTMOULD Graphics 

Pre-flame product surface ready for application (show temperature)   

Align graphic onto product and expel air 

Burnish until graphic transfer evident 

Post flaming of graphic to desired level 

Test for adhesion 

 

Type 4: INMOULD Original, Solid background with PTAC 

Prepare mould surface ready for application     

Align graphic onto mould surface 

Use required tool/s as necessary to ensure correct adhesion 

Post cleaning on mould and/or graphic surface 

 

Type 5: INMOULD X-Treme 

Prepare mould surface ready for application     

Align graphic onto mould surface 

Use required tool/s as necessary to ensure correct adhesion 

Identify approved cleaner for post cleaning 

Post cleaning on mould and/or graphic surface  

 

Summary 
Remember to name and identify your videos before uploading using your login name and 
graphic type i.e. Sam T5 if your name is Sam and video is of Type 5.  

Go to module for each type and UPLOAD VIDEO. Once all videos have been uploaded, 
SUBMIT ALL VIDEOS for approval. It’s that easy! 


